Sundown
A new approach to
animal and poultry bedding

Sundown Pellebed is an exciting new poultry
bedding made from a sterile straw crumble.
It is a perfect combination of low bulk density
to ensure good floor coverage and enough soft
straw to provide good insulation and a soft,
stable and absorbent litter.
The crumble expands with moisture, most broiler
crops do not need any top up bales.
It has low micro counts, high ammonia absorption
and results in improved foot health.
Sundown Pellebed is so soft that the birds are able
to exhibit natural dust bathing behaviour.
The bedding can be blown directly into sheds by a
Sundown vehicle, where it can be easily spread using a
spinner and a box or it can be supplied in 15kg bags.
The crumble can be coupled with Sundown Green
top up or enrichment bales.

www.sundownproducts.co.uk 01480 860745

The unique production process ensures that
		
has extremely low microbe
counts. It is regularly tested by a DEFRA approved
laboratory. The straw is locally sourced, fully traceable
and sustainable being an annual
by product of agriculture.
Pellebed can be delivered
in 15kg bags or
alternatively in bulk on
our own lorry to be
blown into sheds.
May be collected
from site upon prior
arrangement.
TESTIMONIALS
‘ As a farmer and in general I am a sceptical guy, so naturally I
was going to be hesitant about trying a different substrate for our
poultry farm. At first I was dubious about the pellets as it felt like
was walking on marbles, however our chicks took to the bedding
straight away and have flourished since placement. I am currently
half way through the crop and the pellets have broken/fluffed up
and created a nice even, dry substrate for our birds.The bedding
coupled with the chopped straw enrichment bales (also from
Sundown) compliment one another well and encourage the birds
to display plenty of natural of behaviour.’
John Jevons, 1st June 2020

‘ I’ve been using Sundown Pellebed for 4 crops over an 11 shed
site. Before using straw pellets we were lucky to obtain a podo
payment over half the sheds, now we regularly get the podo
payment across the whole farm, with scores as low as 2% in
some sheds. I can’t stress how beneficial this product is for low
podo scores, bird welfare and lower top up bales used. It’s a
perfect product.’
Mark Wiseman, Rock Farm

Sundown
To learn more about Sundown Pellebed
or Sundown Green please contact
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Sundown Pellebed, Station Road, Tilbrook, Huntingdon, Cambs PE28 0JY

